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Logline:

“Wild On” meets “An Idiot Abroad”

Jenn Larson is “Miss Adventure” inspirational thrill seeker.

Synopsis:

Themes: Adventure, Travel

Each 15-minute episode will feature a dangerous, exotic, or quirky assignment for Miss Adventure to tackle for the first time. She will train with professionals, confer with experts, and seek advice from novices and seasoned veterans alike. Cramming years of experience into one afternoon she is prepared (?) to take on the thrill of a lifetime. Viewers may question her ambition but are inspired to seek out their own adventures.

Episode Ideas:

1. Flying Trapeze: High above the New York skyline Jenn gets ready to join the circus. Studying under the skilled team of high-wired coaches at the nationally renowned Trapeze School of New York. Miss Adventure tumbles, twirls, swings, and swoops into the hearts of our viewers.

2. Krav Maga: Jenn struggles to keep up with the Israeli special-ops training. She battles exhaustion, losing consciousness and her lunch under the instruction of internationally known former Israeli defense force commando, Matan Gavish.
3. **Polar Bear Plunge:** Miss Adventure is “Freezin for a Reason”. Jenn Larson helps raise money for Camp Sunshine by plunging into the icy depths of the Atlantic Ocean. In nothing but an itsy bitsy yellow polka dot bikini Jenn survives this annual Coney Island tradition.

4. **Hang Gliding:** Miss Adventure takes to the sky with lofty aspirations to become the master of New York’s premier hang gliding academy. Launching from (the foot of) Hunter Mountain into the not-so-friendly skies, Jenn takes a literal crash course in gravity.

**About Jenn Larson:**
Before putting together the production of Miss Adventure, Jenn Larson was born and raised in the small town of Mora, Minnesota. Where she grew up idolizing the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and working summers in her family’s live bait shop digging worms, trapping minnows, and learning how to get dirt underneath her fingernails. When she wasn’t fishing or hunting she was often found on the ice skating rink roughing it up with the guys as a left wing on the boys’ hockey team. This genuine tomboy continues her mission through Miss Adventure to discover new things, inspire others, and most importantly have fun!